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I. Reconstruction of an Idealized Natural Crack

Zhenmao CHEN*

Abstract

In this paper, an approach to the reconstruction of an idealized natural crack of

non-vanishing conductivity is proposed with use of signals of eddy current testing.

Two numerical models are introduced at first for modeling a Stress Corrosion Crack

(SCC) in order it possibly to be represented by a set of crack parameters. A method

for rapid prediction of the eddy current testing signals arisen from these idealized

cracks is given then by extending a knowledge based fast forward solver developed

by authors to the case of a non-vanishing conductivity. On the other hand, the

inverse algorithm of conjugate gradient method is improved to reconstruct the crack

parameters and is implemented with the pick-up signals and gradients calculated by

using the rapid forward solver. Several examples are presented finally for validating

the proposed strategy. The results verified that both of the models can give reason-

able reconstruction results in case of a low noise level. The model concerning the

touch of crack surfaces with a conducting band region surrounded by the crack edge,

however, is proved more efficient than the model using a conductivity distribution

from the point of view of both reconstruction speed and accuracy.

* Doctoral Fellow, Structure Safety Engineering Group, OEC/JNC

4002 Narida, Oarai, Ibaraki, 311-1393, Japan.
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1. Introduction

Shape reconstruction of cracks in a structural component is an important issue

for ensuring safety of the whole engineering structure (e.g. steam generator tubing in

a power plant of pressurized water reactor). In addition, a reliable prediction of crack

profiles is also indispensable in order to extend the ISI (In-Service Inspection) period

which, as well known, connects with a huge economic benefit. The conventional

ways of non-destructive testing, however, are still difficult to satisfactorily fulfill

such a requirement on the quantitative nondestructive evaluation. Hence, great

efforts is still necessary for upgrading the present NDT technologies in order that

the quantitative inspection can be realized with both a reasonable precision and a

high efficiency.

As an effort to enhance the technique of crack reconstruction using eddy current

testing (ECT), a database used scheme was recently developed for artificial cracks

embedded in a conducting tube by incorporating a novel fast forward solver to a

reconstruction algorithm of the conjugate gradient method. The validity of the

approach has been verified by reconstructing artificial cracks of electro-discharge

machining (EDM) from both simulated and measured ECT signals^1^. To apply

this method to the practical inspection of surface breaking natural cracks such as

a SCC (Stress Corrosion Crack) or an IGA (Inter-Granular Attack), however, more

work is needed for both the modeling of natural cracks and the improvement of

inversion algorithm. As described in Ref.[3], the reconstruction of multiple cracks

and a crack with non-vanishing conductivity are fundamental steps to realize the

inversion of practical natural cracks. Bearing mind these backgrounds, we develop

an approach for the reconstruction of a single crack of non-vanishing conductivity in

this paper. At first, two numerical models are proposed for describing both the shape

and conductivity features of a crack. The rapid simulation of ECT signals arisen

from these idealized cracks is considered then by extending the knowledge based

fast forward scheme to the case of a touched crack. Thirdly, the crack parameters

are solved by using a way of optimization analysis which is developed based on a

modified algorithm of the conjugate gradient method and a upgraded code of the

rapid forward scheme. Several cracks of typical profiles are successfully reconstructed

on a personal computer which in turn, verified the validity of the proposed strategy.

This report is arranged as follows: the numerical modeling of a natural crack is

proposed at the next section. The rapid forward scheme and inverse procedure for a

cavity crack (EDM notch) are briefly reviewed in the section 3 in order to make the

- 1 -
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newly proposed formulae easier to be accepted. The scheme for rapid predication

of pick-up signals and related gradients of the idealized natural crack is described

at section 4 with an emphasis upon the difference from the formulae for the cavity

crack. Section 5 is for description of the inverse analysis. The validation of the

methods for both the forward and the inverse analysis is presented at the section of

numerical results. The conclusions and discussions are given in the last part.
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2. Modeling of a crack with non-vanishing conductivity

As shown in Fig.l, a natural crack usually has a much more complicated geometry

than an EDM notch. However, considering features of the fabrication procedure and

the application environment, a crack occurred in a SG tube usually appears as an

axial or a circumferential one perpendicular to the tube surface. The width of the

crack, also, can be assumed varied in a small range. Consequently, it is reasonable

to simplify a natural crack as a planar notch of given opening and non-vanishing

conductivity at the first step to consider its reconstruction. On the basis of such

an assumption, the shape reconstruction of a natural crack becomes a problem to

predicate the crack edge curve and/or the conductivity distribution at crack region

from the detected pick-up signals.

One of the most direct ways to model a crack is to employ the distribution of

conductivity in a selected region which represents the crack edge with a jump of

conductivity (hereafter we call it the conductivity model). Usually, such a function

of conductivity distribution needs to be discretized in order to treat the crack with

a numerical way. A set of box functions is a suitable candidate to be used as the

discrete base functionsM'®. However, it subjects to a drawback of low approxima-

tion order that means a low precision unless enough fine discrete cells are adopted.

On the other hand, wavelet functions are recently verified efficient for the expan-

sion of a function with nonstationary property or abrupt change, and the location

where jump occurs also can be simply extracted by using the multi-scale analysis

technique^'t7'1^. Therefore, as the first model for the crack with non-vanishing con-

ductivity, we describe it with a two dimensional function supported within a selected

region, and assume the conductivity unchanged in the direction perpendicular to the

crack plane. In this case, the distribution of conductivity can be expanded to the

following discrete form by employing the Daubechies' wavelet function,

cr(x,z) =
hi k2

where, x G [—1/2,1/2], z € [—h/2,h/2] with I, h being respectively the length and

thickness of the selected region where cracks possibly happen, ^^(x) and (j)n!k2(
z)

are scaling functions with resolution level n that are expressed by the Daubechies'

mother wavelet as 4>n,k{x) = 2n^4>(2nx — k), and &i,&2 are shift parameters with

ranges,

2 - 2N < kx < 2
n - 1 (2)

- 3'
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2 - 2N < k2 < 2
n - 1 (3)

and N is the index of the adopted Daubechies' mother wavelet.

Considering the features of a surface breaking SCC crack, treating it by the

conductivity distribution model obviously lacks of efficiency as the conductivity

model is a general one suitable for any planar flaws. The drawback caused by

this wide feasibility is that it may lead to a significant decrement on the condition

number of the system equations discretized from the corresponding inverse problem.

In fact, by observing the broken tube segments where natural cracks exist, it is

easy to find that a crack region of non-vanishing conductivity usually is along the

crack edge. If we assume the conductivity in this region does not vary significantly,

the model illustrated in Fig.2, i.e., a crack consisting of two regions of different

conductivity separated by an extra edge curve, seems a good approximation of the

crack we considered (hereafter we call it two-edge model). Although the two-edge

model is valid only for a specified case, it is obviously more suitable in applications

than the EDM crack (a cavity model of crack), as the later one may gives a much

smaller estimation of crack size, if the conductivity in crack region is not zero. The

two-edge model can take into account the effect of the touch occurred between the

two crack surfaces in the reconstruction procedure by solving both the conductivity

and functions describing the two edge curves. In addition, as the two dimensional

crack function adopted in the conductivity model is reduced to two 1-d functions,

the condition number of the ill-posed inverse problem can be improved significantly.

Practically, the crack parameter for this model can be chosen as <7i, the conductivity

at the conducting band region, and b, the coordinate vector of the discrete points

of crack edges.

In the following sections, the rapid scheme for forward analysis and the inverse

algorithm for parameter optimization will be described respectively for these two

crack models. The suitability of these models will be evaluated by applying them to

the shape reconstruction with use of simulated ECT signals and signals containing

artificial noise.

- 4 -
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3. An overview of reconstruction method for an EDM notch

3.1 Basic formulation for a forward problem^

Upon subtracting the A — <f> formulae about A", <j>u, the vector and scalar poten-

tials of the unflawed conductor, from those about A, <fi, the potentials of a conductor

with flaw present, one can obtain the following governing equations about the field

perturbation A*,^ for a low frequency eddy current problem,

V2A' (A' Vtf) = -[a0 - a(r)](A + V<£), (4)

V-<70(A
/ + V(j)f) = V- [a0 - a(r)](A + v » , (in conductor) (5)

—V2A / = 0, (in air) (6)

where, A-'' = A—A", $ = (j>—<fiu are the potential perturbations due to the presence

of a crack, UQ is the conductivity of the host material and a(r) is the distribution

of conductivity that is equal to 0.0 in crack region and cr0 in the conductor. As

[<To — cr(r)] vanishes in the conducting area, after FEM-BEM discretization, the

Eqs.(4)~ (6) reduces to,

Kn 0
0 0 (7)

where, {qf} = {A-f,<^}T, {qu} = { A " , f } r are the potentials at every node, [K] is

the coefficient matrix of the unflawed conductor, and [K] is the coefficient matrix

corresponding to the terms with [CTO — cr(r)]. The unknown potential vector {q} was

divided into two parts: {^i} are the potential values at the node of crack element

and {q2} are the remained unknowns. As [CTO — c(r)] vanishes in region Q, — Q,c, [K]

is written as in Eq.(7) where the nonzero submatrix [Ku] corresponds to the cells

at the crack region.

Multiplying Eq.(7) left by [H] = [K]~\ we find,

q{ H

The equations related to the unknowns {q{} can be simply separated from the

- 5 -
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Eq.(8). If we denote [.fln][.Kn] as [G], and the unit matrix as [7], the relation

connecting the unflawed field to the field perturbation in region fic is finally deduced

as follows,

[I-G]{q{} = [G]{q\}. (9)

As the unknowns of Eq.(9) are limited to the crack region Qc, calculation of the

disturbed field {q(} using this equation is much faster than the conventional FEM-

BEM code. This increment of speed comes from the significantly reduced number

of unknowns. The information about the conductor and exciting coils are contained

in the coefficient matrices [Hn] and {#"}, that can be calculated a priori as they

are independent of the crack. Thus, once these fields were calculated and stored

in data-bases, there is no need to compute them again in the actual calculation of

crack fields. Consequently, the computational burden can be reduced significantly.

The basic difference between the Eq.(9) and the conventional schemes using VIM

is the different type of unknowns. The application of the potentials makes the inter-

polation of eddy currents a higher order and makes a new FEM element containing

crack edge applicable (this will be explained later). Therefore, the evaluation of a

crack which is difficult to be treated by other methods, can be efficiently performed

with use of the new scheme.

3.2 Establishment of data-bases

From ECT signal, some features of a crack such as the position, length and

inner/outer property usually can be estimated roughly with a classification method.

Thus, it is not difficult to choose an area including possible cracks and to subdivide it

into a grid of small cells. We calculate the unflawed field at QQ using the conventional

FEM-BEM code with the excitation current in the probe or a unit potential acting at

one of the nodes in f2o respectively. Storing these results in data-bases, the matrices

[Hu] and {qu} of Eq.(9), which are necessary for the fast evaluation of ECT signal,

can be extracted directly from the data-bases for any cracks contained in the region

Q,Q. Here the property was used that the field at the crack region excited by a unit

source corresponds to a column of the inverse matrix [Hn].

In case of a conducting tube that is sufficiently long relative to the probe di-

mensions, the size of the data-bases can be greatly reduced by considering the shift

property of the electromagnetic field. If the exciting points are in the same layer

(same radial coordinate), the fields excited at different axial (or circumferential) lo-

- 6 -
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cations will be the same except a shifted axial (or circumferential) coordinate. Thus,

we only need to store the field of sources acting at a radial line in the central cross

section of the tube. The field due to a unit source at other nodes can be simply

found from these data by shifting the coordinates.

3.3 The pick-up signal

As the disturbed field {q[} can be considered as the unflawed field induced by

current dipoles in crack region, it is convenient to calculate the pick-up signals using

the reciprocity theorem'10'. For a self induction pancake coil, the impedance change

is written as,

AZ=~f E' • Jodv = -i- / Eu • (E' + Eu)(a0 - a(r))dv, (10)
1 Jcoil 1 Jflaaw

where (<70 — a(r))(W + E") is the current dipoles in flaw region and / is the current

per turn in the coil. The calculation of the impedance with Eq.(lO) requires very

little computational work as it can be integrated with the help of the known element

coefficient matrices directly. The EMF (Electromotive Force) of a mutual induction

probe can also be evaluated by using a similar formula. In this case, the fields

induced by a virtual current in pick-up coil have to be incorporated'1'.

3.4 Introducing of a new FEM element

As the data-base have to be established using the grid of given cells a priori,

only cracks being made up of the cells can be treated by using these data-bases if

homogeneous conductivity is a necessary condition in each FEM element. Howev-

er, as the permeability and permittivity constants of the SG tubes are the same

as those of free space, the electric charge at a conductor surface is negligible small

like the neglected displacement current'16' for low frequency problem. Hence, the

electromagnetic fields are continuous and the corresponding potentials A, <f> are ap-

proximately one order differentiable at the crack edge. In addition with the fact that

small grid cells are usually selected for subdividing QQ, it is reasonable to apply the

shape function of a normal FEM element in the interpolation of unknown field even

for a cell containing crack edge, i.e. with different media. This treatment is similar

to what has been proposed in Ref.[17]. Introducing such a new element can enable

<-r
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us to simply treat cracks with arbitrary shape. In such a case, the difference of the

material is taken into account in the element coefficient matrices, as the integration

over the whole element is reduced to the part related to the crack region.

3.5 Algorithm for the inverse problem'2'

We define the mean-square residual as,

M

(11)
m = l

where, {c} is the vector of crack shape parameters. zm(c) and z^s are the predicted

and observed impedance signals at m-th sampling point respectively. The total data

number M is equal to the product of the number of scanning points and the number

of frequency.

The selection of an object function is very important when noise or model inac-

curacies are present. Usually, some weight coefficients or/and some extra constraint

conditions are also introduced in the object function in order to avoid the possible

local minimum. In the present problem, as we assume that the initial values of the

crack position can be chosen as values not too far from the true shape, it is reason-

able to regard the the object function as the mean-square error defined by Eq.(ll)

if S/N ratio is not too small.

We optimize the crack shape vector {c} by minimizing the mean-square error

with the following iteration,

{c}n = {c}n-i + an{Sc}n, (12)

where {Sc}n is the update direction of n-th iteration, which is chosen as the direction

parallel to the derivative vector {§§:} in the steepest descent algorithm. an is a step-

size parameter determined as the value maximumly reducing the residual. In the

conjugate gradient method, the vector {5c} in Eq.(12) is adjusted to a new direction

by considering the convergence history in order to accelerate the convergence.

To calculate the derivative de/dci, it is efficient to apply the method using adjoint

field. The formulae of this method are as follows,

*= 2ite {| {2.(0-^}-^}, (13)
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with the derivatives of impedance signal evaluated with the following equation,

where, E is the adjoint electric field. s(c, r) is the function and n the normal unit

vector of the crack edge, kj is the unit vector parallel to the variation direction of

Sci. The integral region S is a ribbon shaped surface with width equal the crack

opening ho and along the crack edge. In Eq.(14), the electric field was replaced by

its tangential component as no current flows across the conductor surface.

For SG tubing with crack perpendicular to its surface, the field is self-adjoint that

can simplify the Eq.(14) further. For step size parameter on, it can be calculated

with an = P/Q

= He { > ( Z ^ — Zm ) —x > , v = 2_u
m

dz:•n-l
m

dan
(15)

3.6 Shape parameters of an EDM crack

We limit our problem further to the surface breaking cracks considering the

property of ECT. Assuming inner/outer and axial/circumferential properties were

known from the phase property of ECT signal prior to the inversion, it is reasonable

to express the crack with an open piecewise line like the way described in Fig.3. A

constraint condition is needed in this discretization to impose the two end points

Pi and pUc located at the surface of conductor. Written as equation, the discretized

edge curve becomes,

x(t) = Sl(pu ...,Pnc,t) = xPi + * * + * - * * ft - a), t e [U,ti+1] = Tt, (16)
H+l ~ H

i = 1,2, nc

Z(t) = S2(pi, ...,Pnc,t) = Zpi +
 Z^~Z^(t - ti), t 6 [ti,ti+1] = Fit (17)

H+l ~ H

% = 1,2, n
c

where Pi,..,pUc are nc points equally spaced at the crack edge. xPi,zPi and ti are

the rectangular and curve coordinates of the point p* respectively. The first and

last points are located at the corresponding surface point with same x value. The

- 9 -
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variation of the edge is expressed by the variation of coordinates as follows,

5s(c, r) = 5r = Ss2(c, t)k =

Pi zPi

where, i, k denote the unit vectors along the x and z direction. Substituting Eq.(18)

into Eq.(14) with dsi(c,t)/dxPi and ds2(c,t)/dzPi derived from Eqs.(16) and (17),

the derivatives of the impedance Zm are expressed in term of the electric field by

the following integrals,

dZm _ „ ft f f P2 (tj+l-t) (Zpi+1-Zp.) (t-tj-i)

dzPi
mt

(tj+i t) (xPi xPi+1)

(ti-|-l — t;) (tj+i — t;)

i — 2,3, , nc — 1

(19)

p ,_1 - X p ; )

(20)

where, the integration along the thickness direction of crack is carried out with the

variable y from —ho/2 to HQ/2.

If the crack parameter Cj was chosen as the step length of the modification along

the normal direction of the crack edge as shown in Fig.3, the derivative with respect

to this parameter can be obtained by imposing the point Pi move along the normal

direction. Thus, the derivative with respect to Q is equal to the partial derivative

at the normal direction n

dz

P i ,

= vZ nm; =
oz

n~
lsPi

dZm

~h—~n
ozPi

Zpi' (21)

Moreover, we only need to choose the point number nc = 4 for dealing with

a rectangular crack. In this case, the derivatives with respect to the independent

crack parameters (such as, the depth of the crack and the x coordinate of the two

ends) can be obtained from the derivatives of Eqs.(19) and (20) using the transform

matrix [T] as,

dc{
— [i j

dxn
(22)

y ;

10 -
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4. Extension of the fast forward strategy

Theoretically, the forward scheme developed for predicting ECT signals of a cav-

ity crack is also suitable for a crack with non-vanishing conductivity if the element

with multiple medial is applicable for treating the change of conductivity. How-

ever, in case of models for a natural crack, much more complicated distribution of

conductivity may happen in an element. Even for the two-edge model, different

combinations of the edge curves also may lead to a complex distribution in an el-

ement containing part of the crack edges. Therefore, modifications are necessary

in order that the analysis code for a cavity crack can be extended to the problem

of distributed conductivity. In this section, we derive basic formulae for the fast

simulation of the signals coming from the two models separately with the emphasis

placed on the difference with the procedure for a cavity crack.

4.1 Formulation for the conductivity model

If we assume the conductivity changing smoothly at the crack region besides

the crack edge, the formulae for a cavity crack can be extended without much

modifications. As the difference between a cavity crack and a crack with non-

vanishing conductivity occurs only in the distribution of conductivity, we can treat

a crack of the conductivity model by taking this difference into account in the

coefficient matrix [K] of Eq.(9), the only term possibly affected by the distribution

of CTO — <r(r). Practically, the conductivity in the formulae for each sub-matrix of

[K] should be considered as a variable^. Taking sub-matrix [A ]̂ as an example, it

becomes,

[N2}= I' (ao-a(r))[N}[N}Tdv, (23)
JClc

where [N] is the matrix of shape function of FEM by which the potentials are

discretized. The integral in Eq.(23) can be simply calculated with use of the Gauss

integration by treating the conductivity as a variable at each Gauss point like,

[̂ 2] = E E E ^ A ( f f o - <?(nmn)){N(rlmn)][N(rlmn)}
T, (24)

I m n

where, wi,wm,wn are the weight coefficients, and r;mn is the coordinate vector cor-

responding to the Inm — th Gauss point.

The derivatives with respect to the coefficients of the wavelet expansion can be

- 11 -
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derived with use of the equation given in Ref.[9],[10] by replacing the base function

as the scaling function of Daubechies' wavelet. Considering the compact support

property of the wavelet function, the integral becomes,

dZ,
= / { / {ao-a(r))\Em(x,y,z)\2(l)kl{x)4>k2{z)dxdz}dy, (25)

J-h Jsklk2

where, Skxk2 is the joint area of the support of the two dimensional wavelet <&n,kiki{x, z)

= ^n,fc1(^)^n,fc2('
2r) a n d the selected zone of crack. The ranges of the subscripts k\

and k<i are the same as those given in Eq.(2) and (3). The Eq.(25) can also be

calculated by applying the Gauss integration to each subregion selected according

to the resolution level of the wavelet bases.

4.2 Formulation for the two-edge model

The two-edge model is a specific case of the conductivity model. Therefore, the

calculation of the pick-up signals can be performed with a similar way like those

just stated. However, as the description of the crack has been modified, a new

formulation is necessary for predicting the gradients. In addition, it is more efficient

if we take the features of the two-edge model into account during the forward analysis

as it possibly be separated into two problems of a cavity crack. This property can

simplify the implement procedure of the derived formulae as the code for a cavity

crack is applicable directly. Follows is the basic formulation corresponding to this

idealized model of a natural crack.

For the forward analysis of a crack of the two-edge model, it is easy to find that

the coefficient matrix [H] in Eq.(9) has no difference with that for a cavity crack

or a crack of the conductivity model if the analysis region was selected the same.

At the same time, in spite of the effects of crack shapes on the coefficient matrix

[K], this matrix can be derived from the coefficient matrices of two cavity cracks

defined respectively by the two edge curves. Similarly, the gradients with respect to

the crack parameters of the two-edge model can also be derived from the gradients

corresponding to the two cavity cracks respectively.

Keeping in mind the property of linear dependence of the coefficient matrix [K]

on the conductivity, we can find that each element coefficient matrix contained in

- 1 2 -
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[K] can be expressed as the following equation,

[K]e = ^[Kt], + {°Q ~ °l) [K2]e = ctilKi], + (1 - ai)[K2]e, (26)

where, [Ki]e is the element coefficient matrix for the cavity crack surrounded by the

inner edge, [K2)e is of that defined by the outer edge, and ax = ai/a0.

To calculate the gradient with respect to crack parameters of the two-edge model,

we can apply the formulae for a cavity crack [Eq.(19),(20] to each discrete point at

the two edge curves, with the electric-field adopted as those calculated using the

coefficient matrix given in Eq.(24). Denoting the gradient for the crack surrounded

by the inner edge as dZ\jdb\^ and those defined by the outer edge as dZ2/db2,i, they

can be obtained from the following equations in addition with a linear coordinate

transformation PI,

oxPi

rh/2

J-h/2

dzPi ~

J-h/2

rh/2 r
0 / /

J-h/2 Jrt

L,|E<m

f f \
J-h/2 JVi

Jri-i m

2(t

(ti

E

(U
2,3,

2 (ti+i - t) (Zpi+1 - Zpi)

(ti+l-U) (ti+l-U)

-t,-_i) {zn-Zri-i)dtd.

2, nc

(+. , +\ (v — T \
\2 \ i+1 / V Pi Pi+1 J

(U+1 ~ U) (ti+l — ti)

~ U-l) (U — ̂ i-l)

,nc- 1

(27)

(28)

the actual gradients for a crack of the two-edge model can be predicted by using the

following equations, i.e., for points located at the edge of outer side,

A1 ftl "̂̂1 rtj

C7yj j (JQ f/Oj j C/&1 i

for those at the inner edge,

dZm cr0 — adb2,i c 0 db2,i db2li

In these equations and those at follows, the subscript m denotes the number

representing the order of sampling points of ECT data which is equal to the product

of scanning steps and the number of applied frequency.
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For oil, the parameter of conductivity, one has,

J 2 /
h/2

fh/2

h/2

Or>

dZm dZm,2

2' =(7° /\ J-

fh/2 f p >

-a0 \ \Em\HnMk2{x,z)dxdz\dy (31)
J—h/2 WSi )

dZm

dZm2

dZ

ci dZmfi

Co dbij

Z dtii

dbij

a d2mft

dot\ do.\ ua.\

In case of a crack like that illustrated in Fig.3, the expressions of the gradients

with respect to the parameters described in the figure are as follows,

(33)

f)7
v/«m. v-» | u- i-* 777 £ v 11 \s \ ->-r s-i 777.. [ . \s *—• 777, _ ̂  , _ ^ v -«-̂  777. .1 / O ^ \

(35)

On the basis of Eqs.(33), (34), (35), we developed a code for the rapid calculation

of signals and their corresponding gradients for the idealized cracks. The validity

of this approach has been verified by comparing its numerical results with those of

the conventional FEM-BEM hybrid code which has been verified accurate for ECT

problems through a long term of validations and applications^11^12]. Fig.4 depicts

a comparison of the impedance signals calculated by using the FEM-BEM hybrid

code and those of the present rapid scheme. Good agreement is obtained within a

much shorter CPU time which, in turn, verified the validity and efficiency of our

new scheme. The small difference comes from the adopted different numbers of mesh

layers which is difficult to be a large number for the FEM-BEM code because of the

limited computer resources.
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5. Inverse procedure

According to features of the pick-up signals, it is not difficult to determine an

area where a natural crack possibly exist in the conductor to be inspected. This

region then can be applied for the establishment of the data-bases needed by the fast

forward solver. On the basis of these pre-calculated data, the pick-up signals and

the corresponding gradients can be predicted utilizing the formulae proposed in the

last section for a given crack. Therefore, in order to solve the crack parameters from

an inverse problem, we only need to introduce an algorithm keeping in mind the

fact that the pick-up signals and gradients have been known prior to each iteration

step.

As both of the pick-up signals and gradients can be efficiently predicted by

using the fast forward solver, here we choose the conjugate gradient method for

the reconstruction of crack parameters as what has been done in the case for a

cavity crackt13^14^15'. The crack parameters, on the other hand, are chosen as the

coefficients of wevelet expansion for the conductivity model and the coordinates of

discrete points at crack edge in addition with the unknown conductivity for the

two-edge model.

5.1 A crack of the conductivity model

The objective of the optimization of crack parameters is to minimize the dif-

ference between the observed and predicted pick-up signals. Usually, the square

residual of the observed and the simulated signals subjected to some constraint con-

ditions is adopted as the object function. For a crack of the conductivity model, the

conductivity at the boundary of the selected crack region is equal to the value of the

base material. This condition can be selected as constraints upon the square resid-

ual, i.e. we impose the coefficients of the discrete expansion to satisfy the boundary

condition at points located at the crack edge,

- 1 2 " - l

fi= T, E a»,*i*A,fti(-l)6*,*J(*) = 0, (36)

-1 2"-l

9i= Y. E an,fci*2&»,*i(1)0n1jfcate)=O, (37)

2 l
h i = Yl 12 an,k1k2<PnM(

xi)<i)n,k2(~L) = 0, (38)
2=-2N+2
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* = 1,2, 2n + 2 i V - 2 ,

where, the selected zone of a crack has been transformed into a square region with

side length equal 2 and with its center located at the coordinate original point. The

points used in the above equations, say, (—1, Zj), (1, Zi), (xi, 1), are equally spaced at

the edges of the square besides that in the side of crack opening.

These equations are very strong constraint conditions for the procedure deter-

mining the coefficients of conductivity distribution. This may worsen the condition

number of inverse problem and lead to failure in convergence. A way to avoid this

difficulty is to apply the method of moment, i.e. instead of Eqs.(36), (37), (38),

we impose them to be satisfied from the point of view of a weighted average. By

multiplying wavelet bases ^^(x) (or (f>n,k2(z)) to the two sides of Eqs.(36), (37),

(38) and taking integration, the following conditions can be obtained as a weaken

form of the constraint conditions,

i

/ * a = E anMk2<f>nM(0) = 0, (39)
ki=-2N+2

9k2 = E fln.fcifcsA.UfcCl) = 0 , (40)
ki=-2N+2

hkl= E anMkJn,k2(0) = 0, (41)
k2=-2N+2

2 n - l ,

where, the orthogonal property of wavelet bases has been applied.

The Eqs.(39), (40), (41) can be taking into account in the object function by

using the Lagrange multiplier method as,

e = |[Zm(b) - Z%f + E \(Qifi + fai +-Xihi)\ (42)
i

where, Zm(b) is the impedance signals at m-th sampling point arisen from a crack

with a parameter vector b predicted at the previous step. Z!%s is the observed

impedance signals from ECT inspection. Coefficients CVJ,/?J,AJ are the Lagrange

multipliers that can be treated with a similar way like that for the crack parameters.

Actually, the reconstructed conductivity at edges of the selected region has no

significant difference if the selected region is enough large comparing with the true

crack. In this case, the constraint conditions do not affect the optimization procedure

notably. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the effect of these extra terms in the
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object function if we choose a larger analysis region.

The coefficient of conductivity can be determined with an iteration algorithm

of the conjugate gradient method by minimizing the object function (42) or that

with the constraint conditions neglected. However, as we have to reconstruct all the

coefficient at each iteration step, the analysis area at every step must be taken as

the whole selected region. This obviously will result in a large computation burden

even for a conductivity change localized in a small area.

5.2 Reconstruction of a crack of the two-edge model

For the reconstruction of a crack of the two-edge model, the algorithm of the

conjugate gradient method is also valid after some modifications. In this case,

we take the object function as the residual square again and updating the crack

parameters partly along the direction of gradient vector. In the follows, we give this

inverse algorithm with an emphasis upon the difference with the scheme for a cavity

crack'2!.

As the first step of the inversion, we need to select an appropriate initial profile

for the crack. This is not difficult as we can simply find a cavity crack who gives

an impedance signal similar to the measured data by using the code developed for

an EDM crack. This procedure is very fast as only discrete points at one edge

curve need to be determined. Using the parameters of the selected cavity crack, the

initial values of the two-edge model can be chosen by, (1) set the outer edge as the

same as the edge of the cavity crack just decided, (2) set the inner crack as that

determined by the outer edge and a given band width, and (3) set the initial value

of the conductivity parameter as a value around 0.5.

Comparing with the case of a cavity crack, the most significant difference in

the iteration procedure is that two types of crack parameter are necessary to be

reconstructed, viz, the size of the crack and the conductivity. It is easy to find

that, as the units of these two types of parameter are different, the gradient with

respect to these parameters may be very different (even much different order). This

will lead to a quite different convergent speed for these two types of parameter if

a normal algorithm of conjugate gradient method is applied directly. To overcome

this difficulty, here we propose a scheme by improving the optimization algorithm.

The basic ideas of this procedure is that, the updating direction and step size will

be calculated separately for the parameters in different type by partly using the

formulae of the conjugate gradient method.
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For the parameters related to the crack size, i.e. the coordinate of the two-crack

edges, corresponding to the modification direction of gradient {de/dbi}, the formula

for the step length a" is,

(43)

(44)

a? =
where,

i = Re £
a y n - l

db.

(45)

For step length related to the parameter of conductivity at the band region

surrounding the crack, it becomes,

an
2 =

where,

da.\

(46)

(47)

(48)

Based on the formulae above, the iteration equation for updating the crack pa-

rameters can be written as,

jn—l
>-i \T

(49)
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6. Implementation and numerical results

On the basis of the formulae described in the previous sections, two codes have

been developed respectively for the conductivity model and the two-edge model.

In this part we present some typical reconstruction results of these two codes for

validating the proposed method. The feasibility and efficiency of the method related

to the two models are compared finally from the point of view of possible applications

to the inspection of SG tubing.

We choose a self induction pancake coil of 100 turns as the probe for ECT

inspection which was winded with an outer radius 1.6 mm, an inner radius 0.5 mm

and a thickness 1 mm. The probe is arranged in parallel over the inner surface of

tube with a lift-off equal to 1. mm. The excitation frequency is chosen as 400kHz

which is a typical one in the practical inspection of SG tubing. The scanning is

performed axially along the crack from -10 mm to 10 mm and with the step length

chosen as 0.5 mm. These 41 impedance data are used for the reconstruction of

all the crack parameters. As a need of the fast forward solver, two data-bases are

established with the possible crack region selected as a 10mm x 1.27mm x 0.2mm

cubic zone and subdivided into 20 x 8 x 1 cells.

6.1 Results for the two-edge model

To investigate the efficiency of the two-edge model, we have implemented the

algorithm at first for the crack parameters described in Fig.4. For a crack with

arbitrary shape, this code can be simply extended by changing the number of crack

parameters. In order to validate the algorithm for different type of parameters, the

size parameters of the crack are reconstructed in both the conditions of a known and

an unknown conductivity parameter. The results show that, the modified scheme

of the conjugate gradient method can give satisfactory reconstruction even for the

case with different types of parameter.

Fig.6 depicts a comparison of the impedance signals arisen from a reconstructed

crack and the simulated impedance which we used as the observed data. The true

shape of the crack, as shown in Fig.7, is assumed to be an inner one with a maximum

depth equal to 50% of the tube thickness. In this case, the conductivity parameter

a\ at the conducting band region was taken as a known value (=0.5). Excellent

reconstruction results are obtained in this case though the convergence speed is not

as fast as the case of a cavity crack. The results shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 are
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obtained at the 300-th iteration. The CPU time used is about 3 hours on a personal

computer(Gateway GP6-333).

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows another reconstruction results for a crack with an unknown

conductivity after 300 iterations. The reconstructed conductivity parameter is 0.102

for a true value of 0.1. In this case, we chose the initial conductivity as half of

the base conductor and start the iteration from the initial crack size predicted by

using the code for a cavity crack. The modified algorithm was adopted to update

the two types of parameter respectively. Very good convergence result is found

again for both the shape parameters and the conductivity. From the satisfactory

reconstruction results given here, we come to a conclusion that the reconstruction

of crack parameters of different types is possible.

Comparing with the reconstruction of a cavity crack, the iteration number of the

present method is much larger for a similar accuracy (over 10 times). This decrement

of convergence speed is considered caused by the greatly increased number of local

minimum. In other word, the signals from different set of parameters may be very

similar although the parameter is much different. This leads to that the step size of

updating becomes a small value. From this point of view, more effort is necessary

in the near future to accelerate the convergence in order this method possibly to be

applied more efficiently in the practical data processing.

6.2 Results for the conductivity model

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the reconstructed results using the conductivity model are

depicted. The iteration number and CPU time corresponding to these results are

respectively 100 and over 16 hours on the same personal computer. The significantly

increased computational work is caused by the large number of unknowns, as field

at the whole selected crack region must be solved at each iteration. In addition,

the large number of crack parameters also enlarges the computation burden for

estimating the gradient vector. In these results, the resolution level was used as

4 and the index of the Daubechies' wavelet was chosen as 5. The true profiles of

the crack is the same as that described in the Fig.9. One can find the shape of the

crack approximately from the estimated distribution of conductivity given in Fig. 10.

However, the jump of conductivity at the crack edge has not been recovered well.

This means that it is not very efficient of the conductivity model to reconstruct

a crack with an abrupt conductivity jump without much more iterations. This is
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because that, even for an impedance signal very similar to that arisen from the true

crack, the corresponding conductivity may show much bigger error comparing with

the true distribution.

Comparing with the results of the two-edge model, reconstructing conductivity

directly is obviously not efficient and accurate especially for a crack with a conduc-

tivity jump. Therefore, for the reconstruction of a SCC in SG tubing, using the

two-edge model is reasonable.

6.3 Effect of random noise

To consider the robustness of the present inverse scheme, the reconstruction is

undertaken with observed data added by artificial noise in this part. By adjusting

the maximum value of the noise component, we find that the new inverse scheme

can give acceptable estimation of crack shapes even for signals with 20% noise.

In calculation, the observed ECT data Zsobs was generated with the following

formula which combines the simulated ECT data Zsim with a white noise,

ysobs _ ysim , IZm - An +a\

where, a is the proportion of the noise in the whole signal, £m is random values

within [—1.0,1.0] and is generated by a short computer code of the white noise,

\Zmax\ is the maximum value of the simulated ECT data.

In Fig.12 and Fig.13, the reconstructed crack shape and impedance signals are

compared with the true ones. In this case, the true crack is selected the same as that

utilized in Fig.8 and Fig.9 again. 5% white noise was added to the observed signals.

It is easy to find that, although the reconstruction precision is not as high as the case

without noise included, satisfactory crack parameters are obtained with a similar

computational burden. The reconstructed value of the conductivity is 0.144 with

the true value used as 0.1, the same as the case of Fig.8 and Fig.9. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15

depict the reconstructed crack shape and impedance signals in case of 10% noise.

Satisfactory crack parameters are predicted again within a similar computational

time.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, by proposing new models for a stress corrosion crack and extend-

ing the inverse scheme of a cavity slit, the reconstruction of an idealized natural

crack with non-vanishing conductivity was successfully realized at a personal com-

puter. The simulation results depicted that the model with two edges and unknown

constant conductivity is better than the conductivity model in efficiency and more

suitable for the practical problems. By performing reconstruction with use of signal-

s containing artificial noise, the new approach was demonstrated both robust and

feasible for predicting profiles of the idealized crack model. More work is necessary

for investigating the efficiency of the present method for a measured signal and for

the problem with an unknown position of crack plane.
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Fig.l A viewgraph of typical SCC cracks in a SG tube
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Fig. 2 The two-edge model for a crack with touch
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Fig.3 Discret parameters of an EDM crack
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Fig.4 Crack parameters of two-edge model in case of a rectangular crack
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Fig.9 Reconstructed crack shape in case of unknown conductivity
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Reconstructed true crack

Fig. 14 Comparison of the reconstructed crack shape with the true one (10% noise)
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